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The aim of the paper is to propose a new kinematically admissible velocity field correspon
ding to experimental results of the co-extrusion of various materials. A modified mathematical 
description of the plastic flow in the extrusion of the bi-metallic composite including bounda
ries of the plastic zone described by appropriate functions has been proposed. Velocities, grid 
distortion and strain rate distribution have been calculated by taking into account information 
on the plastic zone boundaries and their forms. Excellent agreement between the analytical and 
the experimental results of the plastic flow of longitudially oriented metal composite has been 
established. 

l. lNTRODUCTION 

In the paper [11] a kinematically admissible velocity field of the bimaterial 
exLrusion has been proposed and discussed to analyze such a type of the extrusion 
process. In that case, the boundaries of the plastic zone are approximated by 
ellipsoidal, hyperboloidal and sinusoidal surfaces. 

In the paper [10] the previous model has been generalized for an arbitrary 
form of plastic zone boundaries. For this aim a special parametrization of the 
boundaries has been applied. Internal consistency of the proposed kinematically 
admissible velocity field has been estimated and the analytical and new experi
mental results concerning velocities, strain rate and stress fields obtained in [6, 
7, 8] have been compared. In both the papers mentioned, the flow lines are de
scribed by straight lines in a plastic domain. Unfortunately, such approach leads 
to the existence of velocity discontinuity boundaries on the entry and exit of the 
plastic zone. 

However, the results of other papers [e.g. [4, 9]] show that plastic zone may 
be limited by sufficient arbitrary shape of the surfaces in such a way that flow 


























